Restrictions on women:

- State restricts women’s travel or mobility, or supports men’s authority to do so; typically women need permission of a male relative to travel or obtain a passport.

- State laws impose compulsory dress codes on women.

- State laws restrict both women’s travel and dress.

- Cultural norms, religious fundamentalism, or nationalist pressure are imposing increasing social restrictions on women.
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- State restricts women’s travel or mobility, or supports men’s authority to do so; typically women need permission of a male relative to travel or obtain a passport.

- State laws impose compulsory dress codes on women.

- State laws restrict both women’s travel and dress.

- Cultural norms, religious fundamentalism, or nationalist pressure are imposing increasing social restrictions on women.

Women in the Congo need the husband’s permission for most routine legal transactions, including accepting a job and opening a bank account.

Women in Saudi Arabia are not allowed to drive cars or ride bicycles.

In Kyrgyzstan, family law prohibits divorce during pregnancy and while a child is younger than one year old.